Eliminating redundant spatial variation to better understand the variance of interest of soil potentially toxic elements at different sampling scales in different soil types south of Nanjing, China.
Sampling scale and prediction of spatial distribution are essential in surveys of soil metal pollution. Sufficient sampling density encompassing the principal spatial sources of variance and prediction of polluted areas with the help of soil maps makes pollution evaluation more reliable and subsequent soil remediation assessment more efficient. Two soil sampling schemes, using 232 points at 2-km intervals in 2002 for sampling at county scale and 109 points at 200-1000-m intervals in 2012 at town scale, were used to study the potentially toxic metals Cu, Cd, Cr, Hg, Ni, Pb, Zn, and the metalloid As in an urban-rural hinge area. We focused on finding characteristics of the explanatory power of soil type toward different sampling scales from 200 to 2000 m, a routine sampling scale in practice for remediation of soil potentially toxic elements (PTEs). We also attempted to eliminate the redundant spatial variation to better understand the variance of soil PTEs. Spatial variation of PTEs at different scales was compared and estimated using soil map units based on geostatistical methods. The explanatory power of the soil map units selected at different scales was significantly different at P < 0.01 and the smaller scales better explained the spatial variance. Anthropic activities profoundly affected the contents of PTEs in soils and the amounts of anthropogenic pollutants released often exceed the contribution from natural sources. Variances of interest of Cr and Cu were underestimated by 72.4 and 32.8%, respectively, due to soil type as a factor but were overestimated for other elements by percentages following the sequence Zn (45.4%) > Hg (28.6%) > Pb (28.8%) > Ni (26.73%) > As (13.7%) > Cd (10.5%). Eliminating variances of zero interest would be helpful in increasing the effectiveness of remediation of metal-contaminated soils.